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Abstract—Seam-cutting and seam-driven techniques have been
proven effective for handling imperfect image series in image
stitching. Generally, seam-driven is to utilize seam-cutting to find
a best seam from one or finite alignment hypotheses based on a
predefined seam quality metric. However, the quality metrics in
most methods are defined to measure the average performance
of the pixels on the seam without considering the relevance
and variance among them. This may cause that the seam with
the minimal measure is not optimal (perception-inconsistent) in
human perception. In this paper, we propose a novel coarse-to-
fine seam estimation method which applies the evaluation in a
different way. For pixels on the seam, we develop a patch-point
evaluation algorithm concentrating more on the correlation and
variation of them. The evaluations are then used to recalculate
the difference map of the overlapping region and reestimate a
stitching seam. This evaluation-reestimation procedure iterates
until the current seam changes negligibly comparing with the
previous seams. Experiments show that our proposed method
can finally find a nearly perception-consistent seam after several
iterations, which outperforms the conventional seam-cutting and
other seam-driven methods.
Index Terms—Image stitching, coarse-to-fine, seam-cutting,
human perception.
I. INTRODUCTION
IMAGE stitching for imperfect image series is a challengingproblem which has gained much progress in recent years
[1], [2]. Generally, there are two ways to address this problem.
One way is to propose an alignment technique (image warp-
ing) that aligns the images as accurate as possible [3]–[7].
Another way called seam-driven (or seam-guided) is to utilize
the seam-cutting [8], [9] to find a most invisible seam in the
overlapping region from one or finite alignment hypotheses
[10]–[13]. The first way aims to generate a geometrically
accurate result, which may fail to be effective when the
input images have parallax or other issues. Thus seam-driven
becomes the critical way to produce convincing stitching
results.
The seam-driven strategy for image stitching is first pro-
posed by Gao et al. [10]. They applied seam-cutting to
estimate multiple seams from a finite alignment hypotheses.
Then a seam quality metric is defined to evaluate these seams
and the final result is produced from the seam with the minimal
measure. This pipeline is adopted in many other seam-driven
methods [11], [12]. However, their quality metrics are defined
to measure the average performance of the pixels on the seam
without considering the relevance and variance among them.
This may cause that the seam with the minimal measure is
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(a) Seam with the quality measure equals 0.140.
(b) Seam with the quality measure equals 0.165.
Fig. 1. Result comparison between two stitching seams where the seams are
shown as a hot map based on the quality metric defined in [12]. The input
images are from [11]. (a) The final result and the corresponding seam with
a smaller measure. (b) The final result and the corresponding seam with a
bigger measure.
not optimal in human perception. Fig. 1 shows a comparison
example where two seams are measured. It is worth noting
that there are some inaccurate measurements (false positives)
for the pixels on the seam. In fact, it is difficult to define
a single quality metric to precisely evaluate the stitching
seams, since in the seam-driven strategy, two seams can be
equally convincing in human perception despite their distinct
quality metric. This motivates us to develop a seam estimation
method which can find the perceptually optimal seam given
one alignment hypothesis.
In this paper, we propose a coarse-to-fine seam estimation
method for image stitching. From the perspective of seam
evaluation, we observe that a perceptually optimal seam should
have a relatively small quality measure as well as a small
variance of the pixels on the seam (see Fig. 3(d)). Our coarse-
to-fine strategy has two main steps. In the first step, given
aligned images, we estimate a stitching seam via the conven-
tional seam-cutting where the energy function is calculated
based on the original difference map. In the second step, we
introduce a patch-point evaluation algorithm to evaluate the
pixels on the seam, the evaluations are then used to recalculate
the difference map and reestimate a stitching seam. The two
processes iterate until the current seam changes negligibly
comparing with the previous seams. Experiments show that
our method outperforms the conventional seam-cutting and
other seam-driven methods.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, many efforts have been devoted to seam-
cutting or seam-driven to address the complex scenes and
issues in image stitching. Seam-cutting is proposed to handle
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2the imperfect image series which aims to estimate an invisible
seam between overlapping images such that the images can
be seamlessly blended together. Most seam-cutting methods
formulate the seam estimation as the energy minimization of a
labeling problem, and minimize the energy via graph cuts [14].
Various energy functions were defined in their work to handle
specific issues [7]–[9], [13], [15], [16]. Our method takes
the conventional seam-cutting as the initial seam estimation
method.
The seam-driven methods then incorporate the seam-cutting
approaches in their framework. Gao et al. [10] indicated that
the perceptually best result is not necessarily from the best
global alignment. To find the best result from multiple seams,
they defined a seam quality metric to measure the stitching
seams. Zhang and Liu [11] improved this strategy by combing
homogarphy and content-preserving warps [17] to locally align
images and generate better alignment hypotheses, where the
seam cost is used as the quality metric. Lin et al. [12] proposed
to generate the alignment hypotheses via a superpixel-based
feature grouping and a seam-guided structure-preserving warp,
where the warp is iteratively improved by adaptive feature
weighting. They also defined a quality metric based on the
ZNCC (zero-mean normalized cross correlation) score, which
was also used in [13]. All these quality metrics in seam-driven
are defined to evaluate the average performance of the pixels
on the seam, it may cause that the seam with the minimal
measure is not optimal in human perception.
Our method adopts the seam evaluation in a different way.
Instead of defining a seam quality metric to find the seam
of best performance from multiple seams, we propose a
evaluation algorithm concentrating more on the correlation and
variation of the pixels on the seam. The evaluation is then
applied into our coarse-to-fine seam estimation strategy.
III. COARSE-TO-FINE SEAM ESTIMATION
In this section, we first give a brief description about the
conventional seam-cutting method and propose our patch-
point evaluation algorithm, including a patch evaluation and
a point evaluation. Then, we develop an iterative evaluation-
reestimation procedure and summarize our coarse-to-fine seam
estimation framework in the end.
A. Conventional Seam-cutting
For two-image stitching, we use I0 and I1 to denote the
aligned reference and target images, P is their overlapping
region and L = {0, 1} is a label set. A seam means assigning
a label lp ∈ L to each pixel p ∈ P where “0” corresponds
to I0 and “1” corresponds to I1. Seam-cutting aims to find a
labeling l (i.e., a map from P to L) that minimizes the energy
function
E(l) =
∑
p∈P
Dp(lp) +
∑
(p,q)∈N
Sp,q(lp, lq), (1)
where N ⊂ P × P is a neighborhood system of pixels. The
smoothness term Sp,q is defines as
Sp,q(lp, lq) =
1
2
|lp − lq|(Id(p) + Id(q)), (2)
Id(·) = ‖I0(·)− I1(·)‖2, (3)
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Fig. 2. Patch-point evaluation algorithm. Input images are from [11], seams
are shown as a hot map. (a) Seam and the patch signal. (b) Seam and the
point signal. (c) Seam and the patch-point signal. The x-axis of the signals
is the order of pixels along the seam, y-axis is the value of evaluations.
where Id(·) denotes the color difference map. The data term
Dp(lp) measures the penalty of assigning pixel p with label
lp, we refer to [13] for more details.
The energy function (1) is then minimized via graph cuts
[14] to obtain the seam.
B. Patch-point Evaluation Algorithm
To evaluate the stitching seam, a ZNCC-based method was
proposed by [12] and further used in [13]. For each pixel pi on
the seam, they extract a local patch centered at pi and compute
the ZNCC score between the local patch in the target image
I1 and that in the reference image I0. The seam quality is
defined as
Qseam =
1
N
N∑
i
(
1− ZNCC(pi)
2
), (4)
where N is the total number of pixels on the seam. As shown
in Fig. 1, such quality measures the average performance of
these pixels without considering the relevance and variance
among them. It may cause that the seam with the minimal
measure is not optimal in human perception.
Despite the difficulties of defining a precise seam quality
metric, we can still use this strategy to evaluate the pixels
on the seam. Generally, the patch differences have a good
3(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3. Seam estimation refinement. Input images are from [12]. All the results are partially cropped for the sake of layout. (a) The initial estimated seam.
(b) The middle estimated seam. (c) The latter estimated seam. (d) The final estimated seam.
“continuity” property while the point differences have a nice
“diversity” property (see Fig. 2). Thus, we combine the patch
and point together to evaluate the seam.
1) Patch evaluation: As the misalignment artifacts usually
occur as structural inconsistency in the overlapping region,
we use the SSIM (structural similarity) index [18] instead
of ZNCC to compare the local patches in the two images.
Experiments also show the superior robustness of SSIM. The
patch evaluation on pixel pi is defined as
Epatch(pi) =
1− SSIM(pi)
2
. (5)
The SSIM index is a decimal value between −1 and 1, and
value 1 is only reachable if the two local patches are identical.
Thus, a misaligned pixel on the seam usually possesses a
relatively large value of patch evaluation.
2) Point evaluation: For parallax issues in imperfect image
series, a single patch evaluation is not enough to provide a
precise evaluation for the pixels on the seam. Sometimes it will
create false positives, which gives some well-aligned pixels a
relatively large value of patch evaluation (see Fig. 2(a)). We
add a point evaluation for the pixels to improve the evaluation
algorithm. The point evaluation on pixel pi is defined as
Epoint(pi) =
‖I0(pi)− I1(pi)‖2 + ‖I0(qi)− I1(qi)‖2
2
, (6)
where pi and qi are adjacent in the overlapping region and
lpi 6= lqi . The point evaluation measures the color difference
between the pixels on the two sides of the seam. Thus, a
plausible seam would have a relatively small value of point
evaluation for (nearly) all pixels on the seam. This can avoid
the false positives in the patch evaluation.
3) Evaluation algorithm: To investigate the correlation and
variation between these pixels, we take the evaluations as sig-
nals where the x-axis is the order of pixels along the seam (see
Fig. 2). We smooth out the signals with a wavelet denoising
tool to eliminate the effect of the invisible misalignments. An
alternative way is to smooth out the original aligned images
via Gaussian filter, we experimentally find that the wavelet
denoising way is more effective.
Generally, a misaligned pixel on the seam would simulta-
neously possess a large value of patch and point evaluation.
We define the evaluation E(pi) for pi as follows,
E(pi) = λ · Epatch(pi) · Epoint(pi), (7)
where λ is added to maintain the scale of the evaluation. Fig.
2 shows an example of our patch-point evaluation algorithm
on a stitching seam, where the evaluation E(pi) for each pixel
pi is shown as a hot map. We can see that the evaluations are
nearly consistent with the human perception.
C. Seam Estimation Refinement
We then utilize the patch-point evaluation to iteratively
refine our seam estimation. In general, a misaligned pixel on
the seam would possess a large value of patch-point evaluation,
on the contrary, a relatively large value of the patch-point
evaluation usually means a potential misaligned pixel. Thus, in
the seam refinement, we increase the smoothness costs of the
potential misaligned pixels by modifying the difference map
with
f(x) = eσ(x−). (8)
Then, the difference map of the overlapping region is turning
into
I˜d(p) =
{
f(E(p)) · Id(p), p ∈ N (seam),
Id(p), otherwise.
(9)
We use N (seam) to denote a banding area containing the
seam, which is generated by expanding the seam for 5 pixels
on its each side. For pixel p ∈ N (seam), E(p) is set to be
the patch-point evaluation of its nearest pixel on the seam.
The difference map is recalculated in the banding area for
efficiency and robustness.
We then recalculate the energy function with the new dif-
ference map and reestimate a stitching seam. The evaluation-
reestimation procedure iterates until the current seam changes
negligibly comparing with the previous seams. Here “negli-
gibly” means that the current seam can be totally contained
in the previous banding areas. For a reasonable initial seam,
this procedure usually terminates within 5 iterations. Finally,
we obtain a stitching seam and the final result is generated by
applying the gradient domain fusion [19] on the seam.
Fig. 3 shows a stitching example of the seam estimation
refinement where the seam in each iteration is shown as a
hot map. The initial estimated seam suffers from the artifacts
of structural inconsistency as it passes through the misaligned
regions. With several iterations, we can obtain a perceptually
convincing seam.
4Fig. 4. Comparisons between different stitching methods. Image datasets are from Parallax [11]. From top to bottom: Parallax, SEAGULL, Conventional
seam-cutting (Conv) and Ours.
D. Proposed Coarse-to-fine Framework
We summarize our coarse-to-fine seam estimation frame-
work in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Coarse-to-fine seam estimation.
Require: two aligned images I0 and I1;
Ensure: a final stitching seam S∗;
1: initial: banding area B = ∅;
2: calculate a color difference map Id via (3);
3: calculate Eq. (2) and minimize Eq. (1) via graph cuts [14]
to obtain a stitching seam S1;
4: while S1 6⊂ B do
5: conduct the patch-point evaluation algorithm on S1 with
Eq. (5,6,7);
6: expand S1 to a banding area N (S1) and recalculate a
color difference map I˜d with Eq. (8,9);
7: recalculate Eq. (1) with (2,9) and reestimate a stitching
seam S2;
8: set B = B ∪N (S1), let Id = I˜d and S1 = S2;
9: end while
10: return S∗ = S1.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, the patch size in the patch evaluation is
set to be 21× 21, λ in (7) equals 10, σ and  in (8) are set to
be 5 and 0.12 respectively. We use SIFT [20] and RANSAC
[21] to find the feature correspondences between input images.
Global homography or other available warps [5], [12] are then
estimated to align the images. Finally, our coarse-to-fine seam
estimation method is adopted to estimate the final seam and
the final result is generated by blending the aligned images
via gradient domain fusion [19].
We compare our method with the conventional seam-cutting
and other seam-driven methods [11], [12]. The comparisons
are done on public available datasets including Parallax [11]
and SEAGULL [12]. All comparison results are provided in
the supplementary material.
Fig. 4 shows some comparisons between different stitching
methods. Input images are from [11]. The conventional seam-
cutting, SEAGULL and our method adopt the same image
alignment provided by SEAGULL. Parallax, SEAGULL and
conventional seam-cutting suffer from the visual artifacts of
structural inconsistency, as shown in red rectangle. Our method
can finally produce convincing results in human perception.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a coarse-to-fine seam estimation
method to handle the imperfect image series in image stitch-
ing. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate that our method
can finally find a nearly perception-consistent stitching seam
after several iterations, which outperforms the conventional
seam-cutting and other seam-driven methods.
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